Teaching and research programmes in science in Indian universities

The familiar rush of the faculty and leadership of universities to become sycophants of the regime in power is not so uncommon in our times in India. A number of problems of teaching faculty and relevance or otherwise of science courses, plaguing our universities today, could be attributed to this. Several disturbing reports deal with the decline in the number of students opting for undergraduate courses in basic sciences. There have also been talks of ‘private funding’ of science education and research in Indian universities by both the University Grants Commission (UGC) as well as the government. While the model of private-funded university seems to have worked and driven first-class research in the American university system to a large extent and in some institutes in Europe, we must ask the following questions: Are Indian universities ready to take up this model? What is the problem with teaching and research programmes in science in the university system?

Most private enterprises in India, if they were willing to pay the universities for carrying out research, would most likely only fund so-called applied research. Many Indian universities today seem to have abdicated their central mission in a democracy, and turned over decisions on what can be correctly studied, and what is excellent, to political power centres.

In the 1993 UGC’s Punnayya committee report there had been a reference to universities earning and contributing to part of their budgets and there was also a mention of increasing the earnings of the universities by 25% in the next ten years. Ten years have passed and there are a few left in the university system who maintain a research profile and effort consistent with this much maligned mission statement of the UGC.

Science departments in most universities have either not reacted to the harsh realities of the fast changing world or are still slumbering under archaic or irrelevant courses and poor infrastructure facilities. Some universities which did wake up to the challenges of globalization and education as a resource-generating means have attempted to start courses in sciences that are competitive and current in their content and are improving their academic infrastructure. However, many science departments have not upgraded their academic programmes and research standards.

Many committed scientists who want to make a difference to science education and research programmes in India, complain that due to lack of either specific goal-oriented science policies or confusion on what should be best funded—basic science or applied work, no sustained effort is taken up by the concerned departments. Many of them mention that
good research is not strategic, applied, basic, mission-oriented, theoretical, experimental or developmental. There is only good or bad research.

By blindly assuming that all applications necessary for development would and should stem from known principles, one is possibly endangering good, original scientific concepts to develop and is possibly sending wrong signals to the younger generation. This is also possibly telling the youth that all science should lead to only making money rather than understanding how nature works. Is it any wonder then that even premier educational institutes like the IITs are worried about the low percentage of students wanting to study and carry out research in basic sciences?

For those of us who have lived through the good times for basic research, we believe that a university is a community of scholars engaged in teaching and research, and that its essential function is to teach the young in each and every generation to question the science and values of previous generations and, in the process, open new knowledge. This view of our role is now possibly being threatened.

Academics feel that it is self-evident that research is a good thing that ought to be supported, especially fundamental research. But they are mystified by the decline of resources available to do research, especially in basic sciences. Because the new science managers tell us what is right to know and assign what they call human resources in the so-called national interest.

Of course, one should not be too critical and forget the few good investments that have been made in some of the more prestigious and academically sound universities in India. For the moment we have to accept a situation of declining standards in science education and the number of science graduates passing out of the universities to ludicrous low levels. The main problem that we have to address is how to keep science alive for the following generation and make it attractive so that India may one day produce Nobel laureates in her own soil.
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Celebrating mediocrity with entrance examinations

‘I myself do not burden my memory with simple facts that can be looked up in textbooks. The true purpose of education is to train the mind to think.’

Albert Einstein

A letter by Gupta1 on the limited usefulness and relevance of coaching for entrance examinations, made interesting reading. I think the author has only understated the evils associated with the overemphasis on entrance examinations.

While we have a mad rush choking the entrance exam halls, these very exams have also become the most litigious educational issues. Entrance-exam rank lists have been frequently challenged in the courts, especially in Kerala. In July 1999, the Kerala High Court, with the help of an expert committee, came to the conclusion that a staggering 57 questions were defective in a Kerala entrance examination question paper. Of these 57 disputed questions, the committee found wrong questions, questions with more than one correct answer and questions with the wrong answer marked as key.

It is difficult to understand how errors on such a large scale crept into these question papers, because it is easily the most sensational event in the educational calendar of Kerala!

To make things worse, the fiasco occurred again. In a more recent dispute, the Kerala High Court directed the Commissioner of the Entrance Examinations to re-value the papers of the medical/agricultural entrance examinations and recast the rank list. Significantly, this ruling came in the wake of a batch of writ petitions challenging the deletion of 17 defective questions during valuation. So much for the Kerala model!

When the questions are already full of errors, as the courts have repeatedly asserted, how can such examinations be the basis for identifying merit and aptitude? The whole exercise is prima facie invalid.

An entrance examination, whatever be its utility and convenience, is myopic because, at its best, it only serves to monitor input rather than output. Ironically, entrance examinations have thus become instruments of social exclusion rather than inclusion. This is antithetical to the very spirit of empowerment.

In a study undertaken in 1974, Dave and Hill2 came to the conclusion that examinations in India have become the basis of an ‘educational caste system’. To quote a few lines... ‘A person’s standing in the examinations affects many aspects of his life. Not only is it a basis of his economic success, but it also affects his prestige in his [or her] family and his [or her] value in the “marriage market”. The examinations thus form the basis of a kind of educational caste system, superimposed on the traditional caste system of the country’.

Examinations, chiefly entrance examinations, have only been deepening social divisions by creating a new class of educated upper castes. Having acquired elite degrees, the recipients often display the same haughtiness that reminds one of the feudal times.

The intemperate focus on multiple-choice questions [the mainstay of most entrance examinations] is so devastating that there is hardly any importance given to grasping the larger picture. Both language skill and language instruction are steadily losing importance in secondary education. The central purpose of coaching centres is to convert questions of reasoning into questions of recall. Having solved a typical model question, thinking is replaced by a memory drill. In other words, the students’ creativity and genius are, in one stroke, sacrificed at the altar of entrance examinations. Here is a shoddy system that can potentially jeopardize the future of our country.
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